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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Utility
Application No. 200920008222.2, filed 30 March 2009.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present disclosure relates to automobile
parts, more particularly, relates to a vehicle handling as-
sistant apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Vision based vehicle handling assistant devic-
es, particularly those providing a parking assist function
including a rear view camera system are well known and
widely applied in the automotive industry.
[0004] However, known vision vehicle handling assist-
ant devices have some drawbacks. For example, the vi-
sion vehicle handling assistant device may present a pre-
dicted moving track of the vehicle on a display, the mov-
ing track is rendered in different colors to indicate different
distances. The moving track is drawn in opaque lines on
an environment image, that is, if an object, such as an
obstacle appears in the environment image, the moving
track and the obstacle directly overlap. Such an overlay
makes the images appear unnatural, and the function of
indication of the distance, which is an important function
of the moving track is attenuated. The opaque lines of
the moving track cover the image of the obstacle, the
observation of the driver is interfered and the correct dis-
tance is hard to determine. Document EP1291668A2 re-
lates to a vehicle surrounding display device for display-
ing the surroundings of a vehicle as an image.
[0005] FIG 6a shows an image presented by a popular
vision vehicle parking assistant device. When an obsta-
cle (a pedestrian) appears behind the vehicle, a predicted
moving track (composed of vertical and horizontal lines)
and the image of the obstacle overlap. Since both the
moving track and the obstacle are opaque, the presented
image looks unreal, and it is also difficult to correctly es-
timate a distance.
[0006] FIG 7a is an image presented by another kind
of vision vehicle parking assistant devices. This is a
bird’s-eye view parking assistant device, however, the
problem still exists, a predicted moving track and an ob-
stacle (another vehicle) overlap.

SUMMARY

[0007] Embodiments of the present disclosure provide
a vehicle handling assistant apparatus which may detect
an obstacle and adjust a predicted moving track accord-
ing to the detected obstacle.
[0008] According to an embodiment, a vehicle han-
dling assistant apparatus utilizes an environment acqui-

sition means to acquire an environment signal and utiliz-
es an environment presentation means to present the
environment signal. The vehicle handling assistant ap-
paratus also utilizes an obstacle detection means to de-
tect an obstacle from the environment signal acquired by
the environment acquisition means and output an obsta-
cle signal. The obstacle detection means may be imple-
mented by an infrared sensor, a radar sensor, an ultra-
sonic sensor or a camera. According to an embodiment,
the obstacle detection means comprises a camera and
detects an obstacle based on large differences between
corresponding areas of consecutive video frames, or de-
tects an obstacle based on video frames which are color-
ed. An obstacle region generation means generates an
obstacle region signal from the environment signal based
on the obstacle signal generated by the obstacle detec-
tion means. The obstacle region signal includes informa-
tion about a position of the foot point line and a width of
the obstacle region. An environment signal adjustment
means adjusts the environment signal presented by the
environment presentation means based on the obstacle
region signal.
[0009] According to an embodiment, the environment
signal adjustment means presents a predicted moving
track of the vehicle. For the purpose of accuracy, both a
moving track on ground and a moving track at a height
of the rear structure of the vehicle are presented. Accord-
ing to an embodiment, the environment signal adjustment
means may opaquely or transparently present the mov-
ing track on ground and the moving track at a height of
the rear structure of the vehicle upon an obstacle region,
or does not present the moving tracks.
[0010] The vehicle handling assistant apparatus de-
tects an obstacle from the environment signal and adjusts
the presentation of predicted moving tracks within a de-
tected obstacle region. A "real overlay" effect is obtained
for the predicted moving tracks and the obstacles, drivers
may have a more accurate determination of the environ-
ment and distance based on the apparatus.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] The above or other features, natures or advan-
tages of the present disclosure will be more obvious to
the skilled person in the art by the following descriptions
of the embodiments accompanying with the drawings,
the same sign reference indicates the identical features
throughout the description, and wherein:

FIG. 1, illustrates a structural diagram of a vehicle
handling assistant apparatus according to an em-
bodiment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 2, illustrates a structural diagram of an obstacle
region generation means according to an embodi-
ment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 3, illustrates an exemplary process of genera-
tion of the obstacle region signal according to an
embodiment;
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FIG. 4, illustrates an exemplary presentation of the
predicted moving track according to an embodiment;
FIGS. 5a, 5b and 5c, illustrate the different kinds of
presentations of the moving track within the obstacle
region;
For the purpose of facilitating the understanding of
the present disclosure, FIGS. 6a - 9b are provided
for reference. These figures show the images of the
vision vehicle parking assistant devices, indicative
of the differences in presentation of the predicted
moving tracks between the present disclosure and
the prior art.
FIG. 6a, illustrate an image of a vision vehicle parking
assistant device in prior art;
FIG. 6b, illustrates a corresponding image presented
according the present disclosure;
FIG. 7a, illustrates a bird’s-eye view image of a vision
vehicle parking assistant device in prior art;
FIG. 7b, illustrates a corresponding bird’s-eye view
image presented according the present disclosure;
FIG. 8a, illustrates a predicted moving track in prior
art;
FIG. 8b, illustrates a corresponding predicted mov-
ing track presented according to the present disclo-
sure;
FIG. 9a, illustrates another predicted moving track
in prior art; and
FIG. 9b, illustrates a corresponding predicted mov-
ing track according to the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0012] As shown in FIG 1, a vehicle handling assistant
apparatus 100 according to an embodiment is provided.
The apparatus 100 comprises an environment acquisi-
tion means 102, an environment presentation means
104, an obstacle detection means 106, an obstacle re-
gion generation means 108 and an environment signal
adjustment means 110.
[0013] The environment acquisition means 102 oper-
ates to acquire an environment signal. The environment
acquisition means may be implemented by a camera.
[0014] The environment presentation means 104 op-
erates to provide the environment signal. The environ-
ment presentation means may be implemented by an
operator display.
[0015] The obstacle detection means 106 operates to
detect an obstacle from the environment signal acquired
by the environment acquisition means and output an ob-
stacle signal. The obstacle detection means 106 may
detect the obstacle through various methods, for exam-
ple, the obstacle detection means may be implemented
by one of the following: an infrared sensor, a radar sen-
sor, an ultrasonic sensor or a camera. For the drivers,
visual signals shall be the most intuitive signal, so cam-
eras are widely applied. The Camera is used as an ex-
ample of the obstacle detection means in the following
description. A obstacle detection means using a camera

may include a motion detection means or a color detec-
tion means.
[0016] The motion detection means operates to detect
an obstacle based on large differences between corre-
sponding areas of consecutive video frames. A process
of detection is described herebelow.
Obtain an original frame;
Compute a theoretical optical flow for the original frame;
Combine the original frame by the theoretical optical flow
to generate a shifted frame;
Compare the shifted frame with the original frame;
Set a threshold and compare the shifted frame with the
original frame pixel by pixel. For each pixel, determine a
scale difference between the shifted frame and the orig-
inal frame, set the pixels which have a scale difference
not smaller than the threshold to be "1", and the pixel
which have a scale difference smaller than the threshold
to be "0". If an area dramatically changes between con-
secutive frames, the area may correspond to an obstacle.
The shifted frame and the original frame may be regarded
as "consecutive frames", and an obstacle shall be de-
tected through a comparison of the shifted frame and the
original frame.
[0017] For the obstacle signal outputted by the motion
detection means, the pixels indicated as "1" may repre-
sent an obstacle, and the pixels indicated as "0" do not
represent an obstacle.
[0018] The color detection means detects an obstacle
based on color difference. A coloration means shall be
used together with the color detection means, the color-
ation means colors the video frames and the color de-
tection means detects an obstacle based on the colored
video frames.
[0019] A process of color detection is described here-
below.
[0020] The coloration means colors the video frame,
the coloration is performed based on a ground plan color
model.
[0021] After the coloration, the video frame is colored
to be a ground area and a non-ground area.
[0022] Filter the non-ground area based on a prede-
termined threshold, set the pixels which have a scale not
smaller than the threshold to be "1", and the pixels which
have a scale smaller than the threshold to be "0". The
pixels indicated by "1" in the non-ground area may rep-
resent an obstacle.
[0023] For the obstacle signal outputted by the color
detection means, the pixels indicated as "1" may repre-
sent an obstacle, and the pixels indicated as "0" do not
represent an obstacle.
[0024] For the obstacle signal outputted by the obsta-
cle detection means 106, whatever the motion detection
means or the color detection means is used, the pixels
indicated as "1" may represent an obstacle, and the pixels
indicated as "0" do not represent an obstacle.
[0025] The obstacle region generation means 108
generates, after obtains the obstacle signal, an obstacle
region signal from the environment signal based on the
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obstacle signal generated by the obstacle detection
means 106. As shown in FIG 2, according to an embod-
iment, the obstacle region generation means 108 in-
cludes a binary image generation means 202, a filer 204,
a width detection means 206 and a foot point line detec-
tion means 208.
[0026] The binary image generation means 202 gen-
erates a binary image from a video signal frame based
on the obstacle signal. In the binary image, pixels in the
areas corresponding to the detected obstacle are set to
be "1", pixels in other areas are set to be "0".
[0027] The filter 204 filters the binary image and re-
moves noises from the binary image. Some fragmentary
or small "1" areas may be formed by noises, the filter 204
is used to remove these noises.
[0028] The width detection means 206 detects a width
of the obstacle region within the binary image, the width
of the obstacle region means the dimension of the widest
part of the "1" area in the binary image.
[0029] The foot point line detection means 208 detects
a foot point line of the obstacle region within the binary
image, the foot point line means the position of the lowest
point of the "1" area in the binary image.
[0030] FIG 3 illustrates an exemplary process of gen-
eration of the obstacle region signal according to an em-
bodiment. As shown in FIG 3, the area within the solid
line is the area of pixel "1", this area is indicated as "1-
Region" and represent an obstacle. "Width" means the
width of the obstacle region, which is the dimension of
the widest part of "1" area. The lowest point in "1" area
is the position of the foot point line. The foot point line is
a line parallel to the horizon line, which is denoted as
"Horizon-Line" and is denoted as "Foot-Point-Line". At
the ends of "Width", two vertical lines are made from the
"Foot-Point-Line" to the "Horizon-Line", these two lines
are perpendicular to the "Foot-Point-Line" and the "Ho-
rizon-Line". The area defined by the two vertical lines,
the "Foot-Point-Line" and the "Horizon-Line" is the ob-
stacle region and is denoted as "Obstacle-Region". The
obstacle region generation means 108 generates an ob-
stacle area signal indicative of the "Obstacle-Region".
[0031] The environment signal adjustment means 110
adjusts the environment signal presented by the environ-
ment presentation means 104 based on the obstacle re-
gion signal. According to an embodiment, the environ-
ment signal adjustment means 110 comprises a track
presentation means for presenting a predicted moving
track of the vehicle upon the environment signal. Though
the vision parking assistant device in prior art also pro-
vides a predicted moving track, only a predicted moving
track on ground is provided. In actual implementations,
the obstacle usually has a height, so only a predicted
moving track on ground is not sufficient, a collision or
scrape may occur on a relatively high position. According
to an embodiment, the track presentation means may
provide two predicted moving tracks, one is a moving
track on ground and the other is a track at a particular
height of the rear structure of the vehicle. For example,

a ground track presentation means may be used for pre-
senting a moving track on ground upon the environment
signal and a raised track presentation means may be
used for presenting a moving track at a height of the rear
structure of the vehicle based on the environment signal.
The moving track at a height of the rear structure of the
vehicle may be a moving track at a height of the rear
lights of the vehicle. FIG 4 illustrates an exemplary pres-
entation of the predicted moving track according to an
embodiment. As shown in FIG 4, the lower lines (denoted
as Ground-Path) represent the moving track on ground,
the upper lines (denoted as Tail-Lamp-Path) represent
the raised moving track.
[0032] The environment signal adjustment means 110
provides the following kinds of presentations for the pre-
dicted moving tracks which extend to the obstacle region:
an opaque presentation, a transparent presentation and
a real presentation.
[0033] The opaque presentation is implemented by the
opaque presentation means. In the opaque presentation,
the predicted moving track of the vehicle is presented
with opaque lines over the obstacle region and no more
action is taken on the overlay. The opaque presentation
may be regarded as a manner similar to the presentation
in prior art. FIG 5a shows the opaque presentation.
[0034] The transparent presentation is implemented
by a transparent presentation means. In the transparent
presentation, the predicted moving track of the vehicle
is presented with transparent lines over the obstacle re-
gion. The moving track is displayed transparently, or be
faded. FIG 5b shows the transparent presentation.
[0035] The real presentation is implemented by an real
presentation means. In the real presentation, the obsta-
cle will occlude the moving track which passes through
the obstacle. A "real overlay" effect is obtain in real pres-
entation. FIG 5c shows the transparent presentation.
[0036] It should be noted that the environment signal
adjustment means 110 may include one or more of the
opaque presentation means, the transparent presenta-
tion means and the real presentation means, or the en-
vironment signal adjustment means 110 may include a
device which may implement the opaque presentation,
the transparent presentation and the real presentation.
[0037] If the transparent presentation or the real pres-
entation is used, a "real overlay" effect may be obtained
for the predicted moving track and the obstacle, which
may facilitate the drivers to observe the environment and
the estimate the distance more accurately.
[0038] FIGS 6a and 6b, 7a and 7b, 8a and 8b, and 9a
and 9b, respectively illustrate the differences on presen-
tation between the predicted moving tracks in prior art
and the predicted moving track according to the present
disclosure.
[0039] As a conclusion, the vehicle handling assistant
apparatus detects an obstacle from the environment sig-
nal and adjusts the presentation of predicted moving
tracks within a detected obstacle region. A "real overlay"
effect is obtained for the predicted moving tracks and the
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obstacles, drivers may have a more accurate determina-
tion of the environment and distance based on the ap-
paratus.

Claims

1. A vehicle handling assistant apparatus (100), com-
prising an environment acquisition means (102) for
acquiring an environment signal and an environment
presentation means (104) for presenting the envi-
ronment signal, wherein the apparatus (100) further
comprises:

an obstacle detection means (106) for detecting
an obstacle from the environment signal ac-
quired by the environment acquisition means
(102) and outputting an obstacle signal;
an obstacle region generation means (108) for
generating an obstacle region signal from the
environment signal based on the obstacle signal
generated by the obstacle detection means
(106);
an environment signal adjustment means (110)
for adjusting the environment signal presented
by the environment presentation means (104)
based on the obstacle region signal
characterized in that
the environment signal adjustment means (110)
comprises a track presentation means for pre-
senting a predicted moving track of the vehicle
upon the environment signal and wherein the
presentation of the track in the "transparent" and
in the ’real’ presentation is such that the obstacle
will occlude the track creating an "overlay" ef-
fect.

2. The apparatus (100) of claim 1, wherein the obstacle
detection means (106) is one of the following:

an infrared sensor, a radar sensor, an ultrasonic
sensor or a camera.

Patentansprüche

1. Fahrzeughandhabungsunterstützungsvorrichtung
(100), die ein Umgebungsakquisitionsmittel (102)
zum Akquirieren eines Umgebungssignals und ein
Umgebungspräsentationsmittel (104) zum Präsen-
tieren des Umgebungssignals aufweist, wobei die
Vorrichtung (100) weiter aufweist:

ein Hinderniserfassungsmittel (106) zum Erfas-
sen eines Hindernisses aus dem Umgebungs-
signal, das durch das Umgebungsakquisitions-
mittel (102) akquiriert wird, und Ausgeben eines
Hindernis-Signals;

ein Hindernisbereichs-Erzeugungsmittel (108)
zum Erzeugen eines Hindernisbereich-Signals
aus dem Umgebungssignal basierend auf dem
Hindernis-Signal, das von dem Hinderniserfas-
sungsmittel (106) erzeugt wird:

ein Umgebungssignal-Anpassungsmittel
(110) zum Anpassen des Umgebungssig-
nals, das durch das Umgebungspräsenta-
tionsmittel (104) präsentiert wird, basierend
auf dem Hindernisbereich-Signal,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das Umgebungssignal-Anpassungsmittel
(110) ein Spurpräsentationsmittel aufweist
zum Präsentieren einer vorhergesagten
Bewegungsspur des Fahrzeugs bei dem
Umgebungssignal und wobei die Präsenta-
tion der Spur in der "transparenten" und in
der "realen" Präsentation derart ist, dass
das Hindernis die Spur verdeckt, wodurch
ein "Überlagerungs"-Effekt erzeugt wird.

2. Die Vorrichtung (100) gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei das
Hinderniserfassungsmittel (106) eines der folgen-
den ist:

ein Infrarotsensor, ein Radarsensor, ein Ultra-
schallsensor oder eine Kamera.

Revendications

1. Appareil d’assistance à la manipulation d’un véhicu-
le (100), comprenant un moyen d’acquisition d’envi-
ronnement (100) pour acquérir un signal d’environ-
nement, et un moyen de présentation d’environne-
ment (104) pour présenter le signal d’environne-
ment, dans lequel l’appareil (100) comprend en
outre :

un moyen de détection d’obstacle (106) pour dé-
tecter un obstacle à partir du signal d’environ-
nement acquis par le moyen d’acquisition d’en-
vironnement (102) et pour délivrer un signal
d’obstacle;
un moyen de génération de région d’obstacle
(108) pour générer un signal de région d’obsta-
cle à partir du signal d’environnement sur la ba-
se du signal d’obstacle généré par le moyen de
détection d’obstacle (106) ;
un moyen d’ajustement de signal d’environne-
ment (110) pour ajuster le signal d’environne-
ment présenté par le moyen de présentation
d’environnement (104) sur la base du signal de
région d’obstacle caractérisé en ce que
le moyen d’ajustement de signal d’environne-
ment (110) comprend un moyen de présentation
de voie pour présenter une voie de déplacement
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prédit du véhicule sur le signal d’environnement,
et dans lequel la présentation de la voie dans la
présentation "transparente" et dans la présen-
tation "réelle" est telle que l’obstacle va masquer
la voie, en créant un effet de surimpression
("overlay").

2. Appareil (100) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
le moyen de détection d’obstacle (106) est un moyen
parmi les suivants :

un capteur à infrarouge, un capteur radar, un
capteur à ultrasons, ou une caméra.

9 10 
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